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Water colour of Bob Marley by Ras Haile Mecael.  Check his Facebook page                                

The Art Of Rastafari if you are interested in buying any of his paintings. 
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Editorial Dub 
Front cover – Natty HiFi at FloFest 2018, pic by Dan-I 

Dear Reader, 

Welcome to issue 26 for the month of Judah.  This month we celebrate many new 

releases, that wonderful feature of reggae music: ‘What’s new?’  A lot of the new 

releases have been featured in recent months on Field Frequency Sound System and 

the Desta*Nation show on First FM, so it is a joy to share them with you.  My advice is 

to check out your local record store (or more likely, your friendly neighbourhood 

internet reggae shop) and support those making today’s reggae music. 

We also celebrate the spirit of community dubbing, the coming together of tribes to 

meet, share music and love.  There has been a sudden surge of reggae events in our 

area, lots of people stepping up as dub activists.  New sound systems are emerging as 

well as new venues and festival slots – all very exciting and long overdue. 

Reggae stars celebrating their earthlight this month include John Holt, Gregory Isaacs, 

Tappa Zukie and Buju Banton.  Huge thanks to contributors Leo B, Steve Mosco, Eric 

Denham, Sista Ali Zion, Sista Helen and DJ Baps.   

 

Welcome to The Dub 

Editor – Dan-I        danidubdub@btinternet.com 

The Dub is available to download for free every month at 

reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk    and    rastaites.com 

   

The Dub magazine is not funded and has no sponsors.  While this allows for artistic freedom, it 

also means that money for printing is very limited.  If anyone is interested in printed copies, 

they should contact me directly and I can ask our printers, Parchment of Oxford, to get some of 

the issues required for the cost of £2.50 each. 

 

mailto:danidubdub@btinternet.com
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Birthday blessings dub 

Ranking Joe – 1st July 1957 
Tappa Zukie – 2nd July 1955 

Tanya Stephens – 2nd July 1973 
Rupie Edwards – 4th July 1945 

Alborosie – 4th July 1977 
Owen Gray – 5th July 1939 
John Holt – 11th July 1947 

Michael Rose – 11th July 1957 
Gregory Isaacs – 15th July 1951 

Buju Banton – 15th July 1973 
Desmond Dekker – 16th July 1941 

Junior Byles – 17th July 1948 
Roy Shirley – July 18th 1944 

Errol Flabba Holt aka Errol Carter – 19th July 1950 
Damian Marley – 21st July 1978 

Rita Marley – 25th July 1946 
Wayne Wonder – 26th July 1972 

Jah Stitch – 27th July 1949 
Warrior King – 27th July 1979 

President Brown – 28th July 1965 
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INDEPENDENCE  DUB 
Somalia – July 1st 1960  
Burundi – 1st July 1962 (Belgium) 
Rwanda – 1st July 1962 (Belgium) 
Algeria – 5th July 1962 (France) 
Cape Verde Islands – 5th July 1975 (Portugal) 
Malawi – 6th July 1964 (UK) 
Comoros – 6th July 1975 (France) 
Solomon Islands – 7th July 1978 (UK) 
South Sudan – 9th July 2011 (Sudan) 
Bahamas – 10th July 1973 (UK) 
Sao Tome & Principe – 12th July 1975 (Portugal) 
Kiribati – 12th July 1979(UK) 
Liberia – 26th July 1847  
Maldives – 26th July 1965 (UK) 

 

 

Mural at Fusion Arts, East Oxford Community Centre
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Seriously mad about sound, The Reggae Reggae Sauce man, Levi Roots celebrates his 

60th this year.  As an entertainer, Levi made his name on Sir Coxsone Outernational, 

where he was great on the mic, toasting on the sound.  Coxsone released his 1979 

debut single ‘Poor Man Story’, which was a hit and Levi started a band called Matic 

16, with himself as lead singer and the Tenyue brothers Henry “Buttons” and Patrick 

“Trixx” on brass, called Matic 16.  They self-produced their first single 'Jahova' in 1981 

and Levi's popularity in the dance grew.  

He quickly set up his first independent record label, called Conqueror, where he most 

notably produced tunes for artists such as Tenor Fly, Earl 16 and one time sparring 

partner Mikey General. 

Touring as a member of Lloyd Coxsone’s sound family and as lead singer of Matic 16 

definitely helped shape his entrepreneurial skills.  He has worked with and supported 

many artists along the way.  These include reggae greats such as Burning Spear, Sugar 

Minott and Johnny Clarke, as well as using his charisma to warm the crowd for none 

other than the “Godfather of Soul” James Brown and the one Sizzla Kalonji! 

Working extensively with “Fatis” Burrell in Jamaica and Sly and Robbie, Levi returned 

to the UK to release the seminal 'Free Your Mind' in 1997, featuring some of the UK's 

finest and has also featured on Dubkasm's Sufferah's Choice, alongside African Simba 

with the brilliant ‘Heart Salute’.  Always moving forward, Levi recently set up his own 

reggae festival at his London restaurant.                                      Zioness aka Sista Helen 
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GREGORY  ISAACS 
In a career that spanned 40 years it’s no surprise to see Gregory Isaacs’ discography 

on Discogs includes 128 albums and 787 singles, while Wikipedia lists the number of 

albums as over 500 including compilations.  Known as the Cool Ruler and the Lonely 

Lover, much of Gregory’s material dealt with themes of love and relationships 

between men and women but he also recorded a lot of roots material and it’s from 

this area that I’ll try and scratch the surface with a look at some of my favourites.  It 

also has to be said he recorded some wicked lovers material over heavyweight tough 

riddims. 

 

Gregory worked with many different producers in Jamaica as well as producing 

himself for his own African Museum label plus Cash and Carry Records which he ran 

with Trevor “Leggo” Douglas. 

Produced by Niney The Observer in 1975, ‘Rock On’ was a big tune with lovers lyrics 

on a tough horns punctuated slow riddim. 

‘Babylon Too Rough’, also known as ‘Easy Take It Easy’ was produced by Joe Gibbs in 

1975 on a similarly slow paced riddim bearing the classic Joe Gibbs sound, especially 

on the heavyweight dub mixed by Errol T. 
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Produced by himself in 1976, ‘Black A Kill Black’ told of poverty and political violence 

in Jamaica. 

Recorded in 1977 and produced by Lloyd Campbell, ‘Mr Knows It All’ was a tough 

steppers tune backed by The Revolutionaries. 

 

Another self-production for African Museum, ‘If You See My Mary’ came in 1979 on a 

heavyweight one drop riddim, while 1980 saw a similarly tough tune produced by 

himself called ‘Wailing Rudy’. 

Works for Sly and Robbie’s Taxi label included the epic ‘Rock Dis Ya Reggae Beat’ in 

1980 which came the previous year on Niagara label under the alternative title ‘Going 

Down Town’.  Another fine tune, ‘Motherless Children’ came on the other side of 

that release. 

Sly & Robbie’s “Showcase” album with Gregory included a cut of Bob Marley’s classic 

‘Slave Driver’, which regularly featured on Jah Shaka Sound back in the day.  Another 

tune played heavily on dubplate by Jah Shaka was ‘Tribute To Wa De’, the vocal of 

which appeared on the 1980 Lonely Lover album but the dub of which was sound 

system dubplate only. 

By the late 1970’s Gregory was established as one of reggae’s biggest artists alongside 

Bob Marley and Dennis Brown.  His biggest hit to date came in 1982 with the release 

of ‘Night Nurse’ on Island Records, a tune picked up on by radio stations and clubs 

outside the reggae circuit and brought to the attention of a wider audience.  Even 

tougher than Night Nurse however was ‘Material Man’, backed by the Roots Radics (a 

band that Gregory had put together himself) and expertly mixed by Godwin Logie.   

As the reggae business changed later in the 1980s and throughout the 1990’s, 

Gregory continued to make a lot of quality music, much of it through an association 
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with producer Gussie Clarke, with the most memorable tune from that partnership 

being 1988’s massive hit ‘Rumours’. 

 

Jailed in the 1980s for possession of unlicensed guns, Gregory was also involved in 

cocaine dealing and later talked openly about his addiction to the drug.  He was 

known to warn youngers to stay ‘vegetarian’ (ie. stick with ganja, not chemicals).  In 

2010 the career of this great force of reggae music finally ended when he died of 

cancer in London. 

Steve Mosco aka Jah Warrior 

 

 

Black  Journalists’ birthdays 

Ida B. Wells – Charles Johnson – Alice Dunbar Nelson – Josephine Washington 

– Kelly Miller – Gertrude Mossell  
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TAPPA ZUKIE TIME 

 

Morgan The Pirate (with The Mighty Diamonds) 

MPLA 

Don’t Get Crazy 

New Star 

Peace And Love 

Natty Dread A Weh She Want (with Horace Andy) 

Come Down Jah Jah 

Freedom Street 

Clean Up The Ghetto 
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NEW  RELEASE  DUB 
New releases, the lifeblood of reggae music for ever.  There has been a flood of 

excellent releases just recently, with loads more slated to come in the next few 

months.  The Dub felt it was time for a little roundup of some of our highlights.  This 

feature includes new works from Joy And Happiness, Roots Garden, Universal Love 

Music, Addis Record, Tuff Scout and Road & Staff labels, some of which have had 

some presence in the magazine before.  Onward!   

 

JOY  AND  HAPPINESS  DUB 
A sunny day in June, what a perfect time to pass some time down by the canal with 

Asher Messenjah, contributor to The Dub, long time sound man, reggae ambassador 

to the world and the man behind new label Joy And Happiness records.  Since the 

1980s, Asher has been a part of Messenjah Sound, based in Swindon, regulars at the 

original Dub Club in Tufnell Park in the 90s who played sessions around Bristol and the 

region, including Oxford’s Roots Hall in 1996.   
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Asher is also a songwriter, with lyrics dating back twenty years or more.  He was the 

writer of Luciano’s lyrics for ‘Victory’ by his old friends Dubkasm, although in typically 

humble fashion, he doesn’t tell many people that.  He has had a series of songs in 

mind for his own label for a long time now and, rather than get all the vocalists to 

record their vocals where they live and email them to him, as so often happens these 

days, he wanted to reach out and do the voicing sessions with the singers where 

possible.   

Cue several visits to Jamaica to meet and work with some of the finest singers in the 

business and voice at some of the best studios around.  Joy And Happiness 001, the 

first 12” release, is out now with 2 versions of a riddim recorded by Dubkasm: ‘Hearer 

Of Prayer’ voiced by Luciano and ‘Be Positive’ by Luci’s long time spar Mikey General, 

each with their own dub.  Before going into Gussie Clarke’s Music Works/Anchor 

studio in Kingston (one of the finest state of the art recording studios in Jamaica), 

Luciano brought Asher a big bag of fresh fruit as a ‘getting to know you’ present, 

which they proceeded to eat while reasoning about life and how the songs would 

work.  Asher was taken aback when Luciano told him that the song sounded like one 

of his own, and Asher had to tell Luciano just how long he had been listening to his 

music, so it wasn’t surprising really.   

 

Asher will tell us more about this whole musical journey in a special piece for The Dub 

later this year, but for now we can give you some more information about 

forthcoming plans for the label.  The first 12” is pressed and available, while the 

following two are both ready to go to the pressing plant and a fourth is in 
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preparation.  The next releases will include ‘Jah Gonna Manifest’ by Joshua Hales & 

BriZion, ‘Eat Up De Ital’ by Ras Takura & BriZion, ‘Jah On My Mind’ by Micah 

Shemaiah, Kibir La Amlak & Ashanti Selah and ‘Jah Over Evil’ by Hardio Smith and the 

same production team.   

Dub poet and organiser of Jamaica’s dub poetry festival Ras Tikura said that he had 

never recorded lyrics written by anyone else before and that it was quite a challenge.  

Asher was able to let loose in the studio and phrased the song himself in the way he 

envisioned it, so that once the shock had died down, Ras Tikura was able to see the 

way the words worked with the riddim.  This was the kind of experience Asher had 

been hoping for while voicing the tunes and without the collaboration, it would never 

have worked.   

 

Mikey General, Luciano and Gussie Clarke with Asher Messenjah outside  

Anchor/Music Works studio, 2018 

photos courtesy of Asher Messenjah 
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Nick Manasseh’s Showcase LP Part 3   

Roots Garden Records 
Nick Manasseh has been refining his sound for years, and the “Roots Garden 

Showcase 3” LP (due to be released at the end of July) has been developed in his new 

studio, The Yard in West London.  Each of these Showcase LPs has four tunes, each 

with their dub counterpart, and they just keep getting better.  Roots Garden Records 

was featured in The Dub in issue 14 (July 2017), when label boss Jon Jones was 

interviewed.  

Danny Red’s ‘When The Rain’ opens the set, and Manasseh’s trademark drum 

machine programming is in evidence straight away combined with a rock solid 

bassline.  We have dropped this tune on Field Frequency Sound a few times recently 

and every time it took the roof off the place.  Gruff vocals from Danny declaring how 

important the rain is to sustaining creation ride a chunky riddim full of bounce.   

Johnny Clarke follows with ‘RubADub’, a faster paced tune with great 

instrumentation that looks back on sound systems back in the day that would call in 

musicians and singers for special studio sessions before a big dance, asking where are 

the big sounds now?   
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Mike Brooks’ ‘Give A Little’ is a stirring meditative piece urging us to consider others 

in how we live our lives.  This is a song that musically harks straight back to classic 

1970s reggae.  One of those songs that will sound just as good in the heart of a deep 

roots dub session as it would on a summer’s afternoon community dubbing.  One of 

those songs that is near impossible to shake out of your head once you have heard it.  

Shaka Black’s ‘Signs’ closes the album, a bit reminiscent of a previous Manasseh 

production for Roots Garden.  The song features some incredible sax playing from 

Dougal Caston.  It has a slow and funky winding rhythm that wouldn’t be out of place 

round a fire with a group of people drumming along.   

http://www.rootsgarden.com/ 

 

 

   

Nick Manasseh & Jon Jones 

http://www.rootsgarden.com/
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Universal Love Music is a label based in Finland which aims to bring high quality 

modern roots reggae with established as well as up and coming singers to raise 

money to support works in Ethiopia.  The label uses the bandcamp site to sell tunes as 

downloads direct, thus avoiding the costs of pressing records and of using middlemen 

and distributors.  The label is a longstanding dream of founder Jah Porter (who has 

lived in the UK, Shashamane and now Finland) with the aim of paying something back 

to the community which supported and inspired him whilst living in Ethiopia for 7 

years.   

Proceeds from Universal Love Music are going to The Jamaican Rastafarian 

Development Community School in Shashamane;  a special needs project at 

Shashamane Community Centre;  My Father's House orphanage and adoption centre 

in Adama, Ethiopia;  to support medical costs for Earl ‘Zero’ Johnson and Sylvan 

White;  and to support the family of Bro Flippins Reuben aka Donald Leach (one of the 

founders of the JRDC School as well as writer of Dennis Brown’s ‘The Prophet Rides 

Again’ and co-writer of Bob Marley’s ‘Zimbabwe’). 

The keystone in the birth of the label is the recut of ‘The Prophet Rides Again’, which 

features versions by Sidney Salmon, Fikir Amlak, Hornsman Coyote and Dan I 

(Imperial Sound Army).  This was the first tune to be recorded and released by the 

label, with vocals and percussion recorded in Addis Ababa at East African Recording 

Studio.  ‘Love Your Life’, the version by US-based Fikir Amlak, is his best song to date 

and carries a clean universal message to value ourselves more.  Hornsman Coyote has 

graced many tunes with his distinctive trombone sound over the last decade or so and 

his versions are a thing of beauty.  This tune, like many of the others on the label, 

comes with a large number of dub versions, so you can have a good listen and pick 
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your favourite mixes (perfect if you like to play your music on sound systems, or if you 

just love dub versions and can’t get enough!).   

 

Sydney Salmon, Fikir Amlak & Hornsman Coyote 

The label has recently started to release vinyl as not only is it still a preferred format 

for many sound systems, but it also has more potential to raise funds for the projects 

that they support, despite the costs of producing records.  The first release was the 

Sydney Salmon tune, followed in June 2018 by the Fikir Amlak one.   

The label is a truly outernational affair.  Artists featured on the label hail from Jamaica 

(Earl Zero, Fred Locks, Isiah Mentor), Ethiopia (Sydney Salmon, Lidj Abebaw, Ras Ibo), 

the USA (Fikir Amlak, Judah Eskender Tafari), the UK (Paul Fox, Sister Simiah, El Indio, 

Joseph Lalibela, Prince Livijah, MC Trooper) and right across Europe (Dan I, Hornsman 

Coyote, Lyrical Benjie, Fyah Red, Koko Vega).  Most of the tunes are recorded at Mad 

Calypso studio in Jyväskylä, Finland, but some are licensed from other studios, such as 

Unitone in Bedford.  The Finnish team, known as Mad & Dread, consists of Kimmo 

Judah, the technical wizard and studio owner, and Dread I Benji, who is the chief 

musician behind the operation.   

http://universallovemusic.bandcamp.com/music 

 

http://universallovemusic.bandcamp.com/music
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Addis Record featured in issue 22 of The Dub (March 2018).  Their song ‘Ghetto 

Blues’ has been simmering for some time now, with a horns-led version featured on 

2015’s Restless Mashaits album and a next vocal mix called ‘Break Free’ coming from 

Prince Malachi in 2016.  The Kabaka Pyramid/ Chronixx collaboration was initially 

released on Kabaka’s mixtape but is now finally available in a fuller version with dub 

on the Addis Record bandcamp site. 

The song itself is a heavy bass-led one drop with fierce horn stabs as you would 

expect from the Addis projects.  Kabaka’s vocal is roughneck, with a voice of thunder 

style approach, with the tone lightened by Chronixx’s plaintive cry in the chorus 

“we’re living in the ghetto blues”.  Vital.   

 

https://addisrecord.bandcamp.com/ 
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Tuff Scout Records’ Jake Travis and Gil Cang were interviewed way back in The Dub 

issue 9 (February 2017).  Gil talked about the recording process and the joys of 

working with the numerous singers that have had releases on the label.   

The latest 45 to come from Tuff Scout is mammoth.  It includes sparse dubplate mixes 

of Junior Delgado’s ‘Really For A Reason’, with some post-production from Gil Cang.  

On the other side of the 12” are two more versions of the rhythm, one with a 

wonderful vocal performance on ‘Cry No More’ from Imaani (who released ‘Tear 

Down’ on the label).  It requires a strong presence to sing over such a powerful and 

well-known rhythm as ‘Really For A Reason’, but Imaani’s soulful voice succeeds and 

brings a very contemporary feel to the tune.  With a timeless plea as the core of the 

lyric and plenty of passion, it really succeeds.  That is followed by ‘Tribute To Jooksy’ 

a plaintive cry from the trumpet of Patrick Matics aka Aba-Ariginal, who played on a 

number of Junior Delgado’s songs that were recorded in London.   

Don’t forget to check their extensive back catalogue at their website.   

 

http://tuffscout.com 

http://tuffscout.com/
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Idren Natural has been involved in the UK and international roots and dub scene for 

decades and has moved around the country working with many of the UK’s top 

producers at a crucial time in their development.  Early July sees the release of his 

album “Everyone” on Rod And Staff Records with renowned dub producer Ras 

Muffet (these days based in Bristol).   

The album is built for sound system use, with strong tunes and stronger dub versions.  

Idren Natural has a clear vocal style that is always recognisable, even when his music 

is played at distorted volume through the heaviest sound systems.  ‘Those Glasses’ 

uses the classic metaphor of rose-tinted spectacles and turns it on its head, 

encouraging us to dash wey the Babylon glasses as they are stopping us from seeing 

things as they really are.  The rhythm is complex and interesting, successfully raising 

the tune high above the all too common ‘steppas by numbers’ that lesser producers 

come up with.   

‘Everyone Full’ and ‘Hey Youthman’ rock to a slower pace, but deeper.  Very 

promising songs, which will grow as many of Idren Natural’s songs have.  Looking 

forward very much to the full album release. 
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  1 Hills and Valleys 

  2 Till Shiloh 

  3 One to One 

  4 Maybe We Are 

  5 Wanna Be Loved 

  6 Friends For Life 

  7 Not An Easy Road 

  8 Til I'm Laid To Rest 

  9 Give I Strength  

10 Optimistic Soul 

 

One Love – Sista Ali Zion 
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No man is an island: 

ALBOROSIE 
Moving from his native Sicily to Jamaica in 2001, Alborosie (born Alberto D'Ascola in 

1977) signed to Greensleeves/VP and won a MOBO for best reggae act in 2011.  It was 

not an easy road, however.  After leaving a successful Italian reggae band Reggae 

National Ticket, selling a record label and all his possessions, he has described his first 

few years in Jamrock, working in a studio and being paid in rice and chicken, before 

becoming successful; but even then being on the wrong end of a 9mm automatic: 

“you earn, you pay”.  

The lyrics from early hit 

‘Kingston Town’ have a 

certain ambiguity. To 

celebrate his July 

birthday, this is from 

the vaults (2016 

Boomtown Festival). 

The Dub: Alborosie, 

what do you make of 

England? 

AB: England is a 

magical place, especially for reggae, ska, rock steady and whatever.  Every time I 

come to England it’s always a joy.  And in London, I actually feel at home!  I feel like 

I’m in Jamaica!  I buy food, I see people talking the same language.  Amazing!  I’m not 

in Jamaica, but it feels like home… 

The Dub:  Maybe because you’ve come from one island - Sicily, to another, Jamaica, 

and then another- England. 

AB:  Yes, there is a linkage somewhere along the line! 
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The Dub:  And I know with the music you like to 

make, you stick with the roots and a lot on 

analogue production techniques.. But what is dub?  

Is it simply a track that’s been remixed?   Or is dub 

more than that - a feeling? 

AB:  Well, dub is a dimension by itself.  I do dub, 

and it’s like my medicine.  I do a song and I utilise 

the riddim.  Then I start to work on the riddim 

with the spring reverb, the filter, the fizz and 

everyting.  It’s like a therapy, for me, really and 

truly, because once you do it, you start to travel 

with your mind.  Then I listen back to it, at night-

time, in my studio - you know - it’s like a deep 

meditation.  And then the fact that I put it out for 

the people - that is a different thing - but I do it for 

myself.  It is important to say that I keep my dub real.   
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That is why I surround myself with the original equipment - analogue equipment from 

the 70s, 60s and 50s.  To me - you cannot do dub with a laptop.  Not with a plug in - or 

nuttin’ like that.  I need to keep the ting alive!  It’s like- you bring back one old car and 

you want to use the original parts.  You’re not going to mix up the old and the new…   

You want to make sure that everything is original.  That’s why I utilise the techniques 

of King Tubby, Scientist, King Jammy. 

[However] Dub is just an ingredient of reggae music.  It’s not the main star - reggae’s 

the star.  Dub is just a side of it.  And I like to think that dub is not commercial.  It’s not 

charts.  When I put out an album, I do a little live video in my studio.  I don’t look 

forward to see millions of views, a few thousand of views- because dub is not for 

everybody.  Dub is for certain people…who understand it.  But they keep it alive, 

same way…  Pushing out dub, and promoting dub - but it’s like a specific.  It’s for 

certain people… 

Words and pictures: Leo B 

 

Alborosie released a new album called “Unbreakable” with The Wailers at the end of 

June 2018.  He also plays the One Love Festival in Glastonbury at the end of August.    
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Ticket link for ordering via The Dub: 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/one-love-festival-2018-tickets-

38041351707?aff=dubmag 

 

  

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/one-love-festival-2018-tickets-38041351707?aff=dubmag
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/one-love-festival-2018-tickets-38041351707?aff=dubmag
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/one-love-festival-2018-tickets-38041351707?aff=dubmag
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Learning without moral education is fruitless and students must be taught that the 
true measure of value is not material wealth. In acquiring modern education, the 
student is not to neglect his own traditions and culture, but must, to the contrary, 
respect and preserve all that is good in the Ethiopian way.  

H.I.M. HAILE SELASSIE I - Award ceremony at University College, 1958 
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CORNERSTONEMUSIK                            
www.cornerstonemusik.wikifoundry.com                         

Cornerstonemusik (Oxford UK) present two radio shows                                                                                                                          

Foundation Music Thursdays on Green Futures Festival 

Radio / Kingston Green Radio and Saturdays The 

Cornerstonemusik Session on First FM / First 105.1         

Every show offers support and airtime to breakthrough 

artists / groups' from UK, Jamaica. USA, Africa and more along with wicked classics 

and rarities from the Cornerstonemusik vinyl vaults.                                                                                

This month bringing you FOUNDATION MUSIC’s TOP 10 brand NEW RELEASES.   

 

Dubmatix – King Size Dub Special (LP) 

Label Echo Beach 

Format CD 

May 25th 2018 

 

Karen Schloss – Deliver Me (Single) 

Brilliant Foundation Roots Single on the infamous How 

Could I Live Riddim 

Label Musical Ambassador 

 

Tia – Fall In Love Again (Single) 

Label Virgin Islands Music 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cornerstonemusik.wikifoundry.com/
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Stikki Tantafari – Exclude (Single) 

Heavyweight Foundation Roots 

Label 117 Records 

 

 

 

Mowty Mahlyka – Play With Fire (Single) 

Excellent Foundation Roots  

produced by Prince Fatty 

Label Spectacular Recordings 

 

Nateesha Stream – New Roots (EP) 

Mix of both ‘spiritual and sweet’ tracks on this new 

EP 

Label Nyah Bless Music 

 

 

 

Old Jack Plug Riddim – Perfect Giddimani (EP) 

Digital Dub Download 

Label Giddimani records 
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The Upflow Riddim – Various Artists (LP) 

Brilliant ‘ska riddim’ great summertime music 

Label Flow Records 

 

 

Imar Shephard – Unleashed (Album) 

Great album including ‘Let The Music Play’ 

Label Iyaah Bless Music                                                               

IMAR LIVE ON FOUNDATION MUSIC - 19th JULY                                     

 

Leba – Natty Dread (12”)                                                                     

(due for release on coloured vinyl in near future)                                                      

Surrounded by music and dance all of her life, this 

unique and aspiring female entertainer from Kingston 

Jamaica the daughter of Toots Hibbert spent many 

years singing and performing on stages around the 

world. This her latest offering a cover of the classic 

Natty Dread. 

Label – Taxi 

 

ARTISTS, PRODUCERS and AGENTS – a big thanks and respect to all the artists, producers 

and agents that provide us with brand new and back catalogue music / jingles and drops for 

our radio playlists. If you have music you want to be considered for our shows please 

forward in MP3 or send Download Access to cornerstonemusik@aol.com                                                      

Join us for                                                                                                                                
‘Foundation Music’ – Green Futures Festival Radio  on ‘TUNE IN’ or go to 
www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk / www.kingstongreenradio.org.uk  text to +44  
(0)7813355448                                                                                                   

DJ Baps – Cornerstonemusik 

http://www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk/
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VINYL  TRACKBACK :- 
CLUB REGGAE VOL. 2 – Various Artists TBL164 

 
One of the best Reggae albums that was released in 1971 was “Club Reggae” (TBL 
159) which featured the most popular Reggae tunes in the discotheques at the time.  
This was such a successful album that it had to be followed by a second, and this is it.  

 
Side one starts off with the then 23 year old Eric 
Donaldson with ‘Cherry Oh Baby’, a song that 
won a gold medal in 1971 at the Jamaican Song 
Festival.  The next track is ‘Little Boy Blue’ by 
Verne and Son and is an uncompromising 
Reggae sound that has a tight yet swinging 
guitar and organ.  This was produced by Alvin 
Ranglin for his G.G Records label.  ‘To The Fields’ 
comes next performed by Herman who is in fact 
Herman Chin-Loy who was the owner of 
Aquarius Records.  Next we have ‘Sweet 

Jamaica’ by Clancy Eccles with an organ and piano intro along with a creeping 
technique which Clancy had used on some of his other recordings. 
 
Laurel Aitken has been on the Reggae scene for many years and he appears next with 
‘It’s Too Late’, his own composition that sounds like the Drifters from the early 60s 
even though it has the Aitken stamp on it.  A female artist is next in the form of Phillis 
Dillon with ‘One Life To Live, One Love To Give’, a song that took her into the 
Jamaican Top Ten for the first time. 
 
Every now and then a pop tune comes along that 
is suited to the Reggae rhythm and this is the case 
with ‘Knock Three Times’ by Brent Dowe who was 
the lead singer with The Melodians, this was his 
first solo release.  This was produced by the late 
Leslie Kong for Beverley’s Records in Jamaica.  
Former label mates of The Melodians were The 
Gaylads, who come next with ‘Can’t Hide The 
Feeling’ and  is probably the best record they had 
released up to then.  It has a great vocal 
arrangement and a superb production.   
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Byron Lee and The Dragonaires come along with their version of George Harrison’s 
‘My Sweet Lord’ which has Keith Lynn on lead vocal.  This was one of their most 
requested songs when performing live.  At the time of this album’s release, the 
Reggae known as ‘Version’ was becoming popular and the next track was this and 
features Boy Friday with ‘Version Girl’.  Boy Friday was a relatively unknown artist but 
sounds suspiciously familiar.  Moving onto the last track but one we find the 
legendary Bob Marley and The Wailers with ‘Small Axe’, which has the usual Marley 
feel and has Peter Tosh helping out on lead vocals.  Finally we have ‘I Love Jamaica’ 
by Neville, a song released out of Federal Records in Jamaica and although it has a 
Reggae feel the vocal has a Calypso feel. 
 
All in all this adds up to a fine album and back in the day it cost 99p.  
 

Eric Denham 
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…

John Holt was born in the Greenwich Farm area of Kingston in 1947.  His mother was 

a nurse and by the age of twelve Holt was taking part in the Verve John talent 

contests and won 28 in total, some of which were broadcast on Radio Jamaica.  1963 

came and Holt recorded his first single, ‘Forever I’ll Stay’/ ‘I Cried A Tear’, this was for 

the Chinese Jamaican producer Leslie Kong.  He also recorded a duet with Alton Ellis, 

‘Rum Bumper’ for another Chinese Jamaican producer Vincent Chin.  In 1965 along 

with Bob Andy, Garth “Tyrone” Evans and Junior Menz they formed a group called 

The Binders.  Menz left and was replaced by Howard Barrett to form The Paragons.  

They recorded for the two top Jamaican producers at the time, Clement ‘Coxsone’ 

Dodd and Duke Reid in the Rocksteady era 1966-1968.  

  

Moving to John Holt’s solo career, in the early 1970s he was one of the biggest selling 

Jamaican Reggae artists and he worked with Bunny Lee and his recording of ‘Stick By 

Me’ was the biggest selling record of 1972 in Jamaica and was also recorded for 

Bunny Lee.  In 1973, he recorded the album “Time Is The Master” for producer Harry 

Mudie and it became a successful venture, it had string arrangements put on in 
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London by Tony Asfield, who became well known for this on the Reggae scene.  With 

Reggae and strings becoming popular, Trojan Records issued a series of similar 

albums that also had strings put on by Tony Ashfield and this started with “1000 Volts 

Of Holt” in 1973.  This was an album of cover versions of popular hits and after this 

the albums “2000 Volts Of Holt”/”3000 Volts Of Holt” followed.  From the “1000 

Volts Of Holt” album came his biggest UK hit ‘Help Me Make It Through The Night’, a 

cover version of a song written and recorded by Kris Kristofferson which peaked at 

No.8.  Back in his native Jamaica, he had a hit with ‘Up Park Camp’ and even more 

success with ‘Police In Helicopter’ along with ‘Fat She Fat’ in the 1980.  John Holt 

appeared in the Reggae Sunsplash Festival of 1982. 

Rastafari became a big part of Holt’s life at this time and he grew a beard and 

dreadlocks.  Holt always toured on a regular basis and performed several times during 

the 1990s at the Sunsplash Festival back in Jamaica.  He also does shows with the 

Royal Philhamonic Orchestra in the UK and a live album of one of these shows was 

released in 2001. 

 

It was in 2004 that Holt was awarded the Order Of Distinction (Commander Class) for 

his valued contribution to the Jamaican music scene.  Holt’s style during the 70s 

onwards was slower and more romantic than most other Jamaican artists and was a 

forerunner of the Lovers Rock scene.  Holt wrote and recorded the song ‘Man Next 
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Door’ that has been covered by many other Reggae artists over the years, including 

Dennis Brown, UB40 and Horace Andy.  

John Holt’s career came to an end when taken ill at the One Love Festival on 16th 

August 2014 and died on October 19th 2014 in the Wellington Hospital, London after 

being diagnosed in June 2014 with colon cancer.  John Holt is survived by his wife 

Valarie, ten children and twenty grandchildren.  His funeral took place on 17th 

November at the Cathedral Of The Most Holy Trinity in Kingston at which artists who 

performed included U Roy, The Silvertones, Tinga Stewart, Boris Gardiner, George 

Nooks, Luciano, Carlene Davis, Ken Boothe and members of his family backed by 

Lloyd Parks and the We The People Band.  Holt now rests in the Dovecote Memorial 

Park in Kingston. 

John Holt leaves Jamaican music fans with an extensive catalogue of albums that 

include, “A Love I Can Feel” (Studio One) 1970, “Still In Chains” (Dynamic Sounds) 

1971, “Pledging My Love” (Trojan) 1972, “The Further You Look” (Trojan 1973, “Like 

A Bolt” (Treasure Isle) 1973, “Dusty Roads” (Trojan) 1974, “Just A Country Boy” 

(Trojan) 1978, and The Volts Of Holt albums to name but a few.  For the record John 

Holt stated that London was his favourite city, not only to perform in but also to live 

and this confirms why his roots end up in the city. 

Eric Denham 
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–

Namaste, campers! There’s something a little special for the conscious roots raver on 

6-8th July: Om & Bass is a yoga/reggae festival, set in the tranquil Braziers Park, 

Oxfordshire.  With over 7 different arenas hosting 120 workshops throughout the 

weekend, the focus is on yoga, dance, martial arts, meditation, arts, crafts and related 

talks.  And reggae music!  Local lad (-ish, he’s from Reading) reggae singer Deadly 

Hunta (pictured below) will head a roots heavy line up of live bands and DJs - including 

Paul from Zaia, Zen Lewis, Leo B and more TBC.  Expect dreadlocks, veggie cuisine 

(with a ‘no plastic’ rule) - and lots of happy shiny people.  For details check out 

www.omandbass.co.uk 

Peace, out. 
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After years of being abandoned, Aristotle House on Aristotle Lane in Jericho is now 
the home of Makespace Oxford!  The Makespace collective work to bring Oxford's 
empty space back into community use and several organisations are now legally 
occupying the building.  There are weavers; designers; tailors; hackspacers; music 
producers (Inner Peace Records); musicians (the Oxford Young Women’s Music 
Project) and the Sabali Pots Community Studio!  
 
Helen, whose pottery has featured in back issues of The Dub and who exhibited at 
The Dub Exhibition is setting up the studio on the ground floor overlooking the canal.  
It's an 'art in the black' project - that means it'll run as a self-sustaining social 
enterprise business that's not dependent on government funding.  
 
The Makespace launch party is on Saturday July 14th from 2pm- 6pm.  It'll be an open 
studio, so come and check it out!  Everyone is welcome!  
 

sabalipots.com 

http://sabalipots.com/
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ACKHI Windrush 70 Day, 

East Oxford Community Centre, 24 June 2018 

Photos by Lorraine Jackson & Dan-I 
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Natty HiFi at FloFest,  

Florence Park, Oxford, 17 June 2018 

Photos by Garvin Dan & Dan-I 
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RANKING JOE 
b. 1st July 1957 

 

Slave Driver (with Dennis Brown) 

World In Trouble (with Twilight Circus) 

Tired Fe Live In the Ghetto (with Jah Warrior) 

Can’t Pop No Style/Weakheart Fade Away (with Hugh Mundell) 

Liberation (with Dub R.esistance) 

I Love Jah (with Mungo’s HiFi) 

All Slackness Must Stop (with Jim Nastic) 

Zion High (with Dennis Brown) 

Rent Man (with Black Uhuru) 

Bubbling Fountain/Love Jah (with Dennis Brown) 
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 dUB  DIARY 
Natty HiFi@Cari-Fest, Cowley Road Carnival – East Oxford Community Centre courtyard – 

Sun. 1st July, 11am-5pm, free.  Event organised by ACKHI includes exhibition inside, food etc. 

Reggae Sundays: Zion Roots Crew & Natural Progress Sound – Shoot, Hale Leys Market 

Square, Aylesbury HP20 1ST - Sun. 1st July, 2pm-midnight, free – 1st Sunday every month 

Desta*Nation, Mighty Oak & Garvin Dan – Isis Farmhouse, Oxford – Fri. 6th July 

Field Frequency & Natty HiFi - Eynsham Carnival Dub – The Swan, Eynsham – Sat. 7th July 

Reggae On Tap – Tap Social Movement, North Hinksey Lane, OX2 0LX – Sun. 8th July, 3-10pm 

Manasseh & friends – Mau Mau Bar, 265 Portobello Road, London W11 1PR – Fri. 13th July 

Swindon Dub Club with Asher Messenjah – Afro Caribbean Centre, 39 Faringdon Road, 

Swindon SN1 5AR - Sat. 14th July, free by invitation or flyer  

Gaia Sound System & Natty Mark – The Wheatsheaf, Banbury – Sat. 14th July, 8pm  

High Grade - downstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS – Fri. 

27th July, 9pm-1am – 4th Friday every month 

Garvin Dan & Ras Mark – The Bear At Home, North Morton Cricket & Beer Festival - Sat. 28th 

July, 1-7pm 

Boomtown Festival – Mattersley Estate, Winchester – 9-12th Aug.  

Cornertonemuzik Party Celebration Vibe – Isis Farmhouse, Oxford – Sat. 11th Aug. 

Natty HiFi@Elder Stubbs Festival –Florence Park Allotments, Oxford – Sat 18th Aug, 12-6pm 

One Love Festival – Glastonbury, Somerset – 31 Aug.-2nd Sept.  

Bunkfest with Garvin Dan – The Keep, Wallingford – Sat. 1st Sept., 6-8pm 

Cornerstonemuzik (DJ Baps & Nico D) at Field Maneuvers near Oxford – 1st Sept.  

Oxford Canal Festival with Dan-I & live bands – Aristotle Lane – Sat. 8th Sept., free 

Reading Dub Club - upstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS – 

Sat. 8th Sept. 

Field Frequency Sound System & Jah Lion Movement – The Bullingdon, 162 Cowley Road, 

Oxford OX4 1UE – 28th Dec., 9pm-4am 
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Past Desta*Nation shows can be found online at Mixcloud – 

Search under DESTA*NATION  or danidubdub (for more recent shows). 

 

 
IZIBONGO magazine, like The Dub, is available to download for free online at 

rastaites.com and reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk 
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